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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand the process to create a component road
Learn how to access and adjust the parameters of each individual component
Comprehend the workflow to add, remove, split and replace a component within
the road
Understand how to pull quantities from the road in a defined region

Description
We’ve seen the progression of InfraWorks software throughout the recent years. Design roads
have improved immensely, but they’re still limited when it comes to turn lanes at intersections.
Join this class and see how to harness the power of the component road to build roads that are
more accurate to design, especially within the intersection. This class will walk you through the
process of creating a component road from scratch. From there, we’ll look at what is required to
add a turn lane and remove the grass median at the intersection of our road. This process will
be completed by the steps of adding additional components and replace components to our
road. We’ll finish up our road by adjusting the roadside grading with 2 different daylight slopes,
and then we’ll transition between them both. Now that we have a completed road, we’ll end the
class by diving into what types of quantities we can collect, and how we can limit the areas of
interest for a more accurate quantity.

Speaker(s)
Scott Mizsak has been working as a Civil Application Engineer for CAD Technology Center, an
Autodesk Platinum Partner in the Midwest since 2011. He has experience working with Civil
Engineering, Surveying and Construction firms, providing them with training and support. He
specializes in AutoCAD Map 3D, Infraworks and Civil 3D and is currently a certified WisDot Civil
3D Trainer. With the practical experience as a survey crew chief, he has valuable ability to apply
the tools of the software to the real-life issues that companies will face on a daily basis. Scott, a
past speaker of Autodesk University, MNDot Survey Workshops, ACEC-WI, Midwest University,
IDDEA, MNGIS Consortium, Minnesota Civil 3D User Group and CAD America, has worked
with Autodesk products since AutoCAD Release 13. Scott has a Geography GIS degree from
the University of Minnesota and was NSPS Level III construction certified when he work as a
Survey Crew Chief.

Types of roads in Infraworks
There are three categories of roads in Infraworks: Sketch roads, Design Roads and
Component Roads. Sketch roads are the most basic and do not contain any engineering
capabilities. The Design road contain some engineering capabilities like adding PVI’s to
the road and then adding daylight grading to the road. Finally, the Component road has
all of the capabilities of the Design road but also allows the end users to apply a cross
slope to each individual object with the road, as well as easily add, delete or swap
components to the road.

Creation of a Component road in Infraworks
A Component road can be created three different ways. The first is to manually create it
within the Roads module. The second and third way is to convert a design road into a
component road either manual or automatic. If selecting manual, the user will be
prompted to select a typical cross section from the component library to use for the road.
If selecting Automatic, Infraworks will read the width of the lane from the design road and
insert a component lane with the same width. Infraworks will replace lanes with lanes,
curb with curb and shoulders with shoulders matching their widths

Editing a component within a Component Road.
Again, one difference between a Design road and a Component road is the ability to add
a cross slope to the lane or shoulder of the road. When the entire road is selected these
are the features that can be modified:

Attributes
Function – Freeway, Arterial, Collector or Local
Speed
Design Standards
Lane Markings – On or Off

Geometry
Elevation Range – Not editable in dialog box
Grade Range – Not editable in dialog box

Grading
Material
Grading Method – Fixed Slope or Fixed Width
Grading Limit – max distance to grade to
Cut Slope
Fill Slope

Life Span
Creation Date
Termination Date

Advanced
Tag
User ID
Tooltip
Link

Description
Additional information about the road
When the entire road is selected, by clicking one more time on a specific component of
the road additional features can be edited.

Attributes
Start Station – Not editable in dialog box
End Station – Not editable in dialog box

Type
Material

Grading
Length – Not editable in dialog box
Width
Depth – Editable but not with the model
Slope

Adding features to a Component Road
The power of a component road is the ability to add additional features to the road like a
second lane or a gravel shoulder outside of the paved shoulder. To add an additional
component to the road the user will select the road then right click and choose “Insert
Road Component”

Insert a component Road

Select a component from the library and then select where to place the component.

This will place the new piece of the road in between the other two existing pieces. At this
point the user can select either of the grips to adjust the actual location of the start and
end of this new piece.

1. Manually move the grip to the desired location
2. Select a station value based on the alignment
3. Select Start of Road / End of Road

Place Decoration
To add a decoration to the road the user will select the road then right click and
choose “Place Decoration”

Select a decoration from the library and then where to place it on the road

With the decoration selected, just like a component, these are the features that
can be edited:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Length – Not editable in dialog box
Start Spacing – Distance from start of alignment
Spacing – Distance between each decoration
Seam Offset – Horizontal offset from placement

5.
6.
7.
8.

a. Negative value is to the left
b. Positive value is to the right
Vertical Offset – Vertical offset from placement
Scale – Size of the decoration
Rotation – Rotation of the decoration
Tilting – Allows the decoration to follow the grade

Splitting a single component inside a Component Road
Let’s face it, if our typical cross section for our road never change life would be easy, but
they do change: Lanes get wider, turn lanes come and go, medians change from ditches
to raised medians. By splitting an individual component of the road, you can create a
section of the road that has 12-foot lane and another section with a 14-foot lane. To
finish it off Infraworks has the ability to transition from one segment to the other.

Splitting the Component
Select the component road and then select the individual component and right
click and select “Split Component”

Select the station (Location) to split the component. The ability to enter the
station value or just double click the location

Confirm which side of the component is still selected and adjust its values to
meet the design requirements. Note the stagger in the second image.

Create a transition
Select one side of the component and right click and select either transition in or
transition out. Transition in will be at the beginning of the line based on stationing
and Transition out will be at the end of the line also based on stationing.

The output of this will read the width of the adjacent component and transition the
selected value to match. The overall transition length can be set by
1. Dragging the grip
2. Entering the Transition Length
3. Entering the Station Value to start the transition

Completed transition

Replacing a component to a Component Road
Now that we’ve been able to add additional features to a component road and even split
one of these new features into two parts, we now need to be able to replace one
component for another. By switching components from one to another it gives the model
the flexibility to better represent the true intent of the model.

Replacing the Component
Select the component road and then select the individual component and right
click and select “Replace Component”
1. Select a component to insert from the library
a. Lanes and shoulders will carry Superelevation
b. Sidewalks will not carry Superelevation

Tying it all together to create a turn lane for an intersection.
We’ve got all of the pieces to the puzzle so it’s time to put it all together. Building a road
with a center median is easy. Now let’s convert a portion of that median into turn lanes
and an intersection.

Converting the median to an intersection with turn lanes
1. Select the component road and then select the individual component and right
click and select “Split Component”

a. We will split the center median into three pieces at the location of the
intersection at station 11+00 and 12+25.

2. Select the left section of the median and drag it ahead 125’ (Sta: 13+50)

3. Create a transition out for the left section with a value of 50’ (Sta: 14+00)

4. Add a sidewalk component to the portion that the left section was pulled from
a. Place the component on the south side of the road
b. Set the start station to the station that the left median section starts to
transition
c. Set the taper distance to the same distance of the Left section taper out
distance
d. Set the taper distance out to be at a zero length.
e. Set the width of the component to be 12’
f. Change the material to Grass or the material used for your Median

5. Add a second sidewalk component to the portion that the left section was
pulled from
a. Place the component on the south side of the road
b. Set the start station to the station that the left median section starts to
transition
c. Set the taper distance to the same distance of the Left section taper out
distance
d. Set the taper distance out to be at a zero length.
e. Set the width of the component to be 10.5’
f. Change the material to pavement or the material used for your lanes

6. Add one final piece of sidewalk component to the north side of the road in the
same location as step 4 and 5.
a. Set the start station to the station that the left median section starts to
transition
b. Set the taper distance to the same distance of the Left section taper
out distance
c. Set the taper distance out to be at a zero length.
d. Set the width of the component to be 22.5’
e. Change the material to Grass or the material used for your Median

7. Adjusting the middle median section of the road.
a. This area will be the intersection of your road.
b. Change the material to match the material of your lanes
c. Adjust the slope of the median to 0%

8. Repeat steps 2-7 on the east side of the intersection.

Pulling Quantities from a Component Road
Now that the road is built, pulling quantities from it only just a few clicks away.
1. Select the road
A. Click the calculator
B. Click the smaller calculator
C. Adjust Station range
D. Generate a Report

2. Select the road
A. Click the Cut/Fill
B. Click on the Arrow for Cut/Fill
C. Click the Back Hoe to adjust the station
D. Click the paper icon to export a report
E. Click the Gear to adjust the settings

3. Cross Section: Select the road – Right Click – Show Cross Section Views
FG – EG

Depth of road

Cut/Fill

To Adjust the depth of the lane, navigate to the below location
C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\InfraWorks 360\Resources\LocalLibrary\Styles\ComponentDefinition
And open the Lane.ACItem and find the Material to adjust. Values are in meters.

